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Abstract One of the main discoveries in the seventies was that the concept of a generating extension covers a very wide class of apparently different program generators. Program specialization, or partial evaluation, is powerful because it provides uniform techniques for the automatic implementation of generating extensions from ordinary programs. The Futamura projections stand as the cornerstone of the development of program specialization.

This paper takes the idea of the Futamura projections further. Three degeneration projections are formulated which tell us how to achieve the reverse goal by program composition, namely turning a generating extension into an ordinary program. The fact that program composition can invert the effect of program specialization shows that these projections are dual in a sense. The degeneration projections complete a missing link between programs and generating extensions and allow for novel applications of program transformation.
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§1 Introduction

One of the main discoveries in the seventies was that the concept of a generating extension\(^1\) covers a very wide class of apparently different program generators. This has the big advantage that program generators for diverse applications such as parsing, translation, theorem proving, and pattern matching can be implemented with uniform techniques.\(^2\) Program specialization, or partial evaluation, is powerful because it provides transformation techniques for the automatic implementation of generating extensions.\(^3,4,5\) Program specialization can now be considered as one of the most advanced techniques for automatic program transformation. The Futamura projections\(^6\) stand as the cornerstone of this development.

This paper takes the idea of the Futamura projections further. Three degeneration projections are formulated which tell us how to reverse the effect of the Futamura projections by program composition, namely how to turn a generating extension into an ordinary program. The degeneration projections, similar in structure to the Futamura projections but their inverse, complete a missing link between programs and generating extensions. This is interesting in its own right and allows for several novel applications of program specialization and program composition. It is quite remarkable that, although program specialization has been used for some time to generate generating extensions, the reverse operation, degeneration, has not been studied before.

In this paper we shall mainly be concerned with what can be achieved by program composition, and not how it can be achieved. Although promising results have been obtained for program composition,\(^7,8,9,10\) this method is still at a research stage. The transformation problems presented here can be seen as test cases for existing methods, and as challenging goals for future research.

Suppose \(P\) is a program with two arguments and let \(<P X, Y>\) denote the application of program \(P\) to its input \(X, Y\). Computation of \(P\) producing result \(\text{Out}\) is described by

\[<P X, Y> \Rightarrow \text{Out}\]

A generating extension of \(P\) is a program \(\text{Gen}_P\) that takes one part of \(P\)'s input, say \(X\), and produces another program \(P_X\), the specialization of \(P\) to that input. The specialized program returns the same result when applied to the remaining input \(Y\) as the original program \(P\) when applied to input \(X, Y\). Computation in two stages is described by

\[<\text{Gen}_P X> \Rightarrow P_X\]
\[<P_X Y> \Rightarrow \text{Out}\]